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OUR HEART BEATS FOR WOOD
Nowhere else is wood exposed to higher loads than un-

ADLER relies on the well-proven 3-coat structure. Thanks

der the extreme climatic conditions of the Alps. For this

to sophisticated technology, it is more than equal to con-

reason, more and more professionals are swearing by the

ventional 4-coat paint finishes, but unbeatable in terms

Tyrolean brand quality of ADLER: knowledge, experience

of quality and cost-effectiveness. Window coatings from

and competence in alpine wood preservation character-

ADLER thus guarantee the highest quality and efficient

ize the ADLER window paints.

processing.

For 40 years, ADLER has been a pioneer in the field of wa-

What is more, ADLER is also good for the environment:

ter-thinnable window coatings. Today, ADLER offers its

wood is definitely the most environmentally friendly ma-

customers perfectly coordinated, water-based coating

terial for window frames. Window coatings from ADLER

systems: a unique product package of paints and glazes,

guarantee a long service life, easy maintenance and thus

which achieve maximum stability, resistance and long-

sustainable quality - and, thanks to their high degree of

term durability through the use of the latest technologies.

recycling, they also make a significant contribution to
avoiding waste and preserving the environment.
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TR ANSPARENT / HIGHLY TRANSPARENT
OPAQUE

OILED

WOOD WINDOWS

TRANSPARENT AND PIGMENTED COATING SYSTEMS
Coating system

Products

Special properties

Transparent wood finish
coating system 1

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio
Aquawood DSL Q10.
or Aquawood Fensterlasur

Optimum protection due to
flow coating with Aquawood
Intermedio "All-round sealing"

Transparent wood finish
coating system 2

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio ISO
Aquawood DSL Q10

Best appearance on highly
resinous softwoods, best build
on deep-pored hardwoods

Transparent wood finish
coating system 3

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Diamond Sealer L
Aquawood Diamond Top L

Premium weather and UV
protection thanks to 2C technology and outstanding cream and
grease resistance

Transparent wood finish
coating system 4

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Diamond Sealer L
Aquawood Diamond Sealer L
Aquawood Diamond Top L

Offers hardwood the best protection against weathering and
gives a beautiful pore pattern

Highly transparent
coating system 1

Aquawood Ligno+ Base
Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer
Aquawood Ligno+ Top

High UV protection from
nanoscale light stabilisers

Highly transparent
coating system 2

Aquawood Ligno+ Base
Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer
Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer SQ
Aquawood Ligno+ Top

High UV protection from
nanoscale light stabilisers, best
appearance on highly resinous
softwoods

Oiled coating system 1

Aquawood Primo
2 x Aquawood Lärchenöl TQ

Thin-layered, natural surface

Paint coating system 1

Aquawood Primo Weiß
Aquawood Intermedio
Aquawood Spritzlack XT
or Aquawood Covapro 20

Optimum protection due to
flow coating with Aquawood
Intermedio "All-round sealing"

Paint coating system 2

Aquawood Primo Weiß
Acryl-Spritzfüller
Aquawood Spritzlack XT
or Aquawood Covapro 20

Insulation of resin and substances
in wood, good build

Paint coating system 3

Aquawood Primo Weiß
Aquawood Diamond Sealer D
Aquawood Diamond Top D

Premium weather and UV protection thanks to 2C technology
and outstanding cream and
grease resistance

Use wood preservatives safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
The technical data sheets can be found at www.adler-lacke.com.

TR ANSPARENT
OILED

WOOD-ALU WINDOWS

Coating system

Products

Special properties

Transparent wood finish
coating system 5

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio
Aquawood Natureffekt

Hard, dull matt, natural surface

Transparent wood finish
coating system 6

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio ISO
Aquawood Natureffekt

Specially for highly resinous and
deep-pored species of wood

Transparent wood finish
coating system 7

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio
Aquawood Nativa

Untreated looking, dull matt
surface

Transparent wood finish
coating system 8

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio ISO
Aquawood Nativa

Specially for highly resinous and
deep-pored species of wood

Oiled coating system 2

Aquawood Primo
Aquawood Intermedio
Aquawood Lärchenöl SQ

Matt, natural-looking surface

TranspaRisk of discorent wood
louration from
finish
substances in
coating
the wood
system

Resin
leakage
possible
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x

x

1, 3

1, 3

1

1, 2

5, 7

Pine

3-4

xx

x

1, 3

1, 2, 3

1

1, 2

5, 7

Larch

3-4

xx

x

2, 3

2, 3

2

1, 2

5, 8

Oregon*

3

xx

1, 3

2, 3

1

1, 2

5, 7

Hemlock

4

x

1, 4

1, 2, 3

1

1, 2

5, 7

Oak*

2-3

xx

2, 4

2, 3

2

2

8

Meranti*

2-4

x

1, 2, 4

1, 2, 3

-

-

8

ny *

2

xx

1, 2, 4

2, 3

-

-

8

Teak*

2

xx

1, 2, 4

2, 3

-

-

8

Accoya*

1

x

2, 3

2, 3

-

-
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Species
of wood

Spruce

Mahoga-

Paint
coating
system

Transparent
Highly
Oiled wood finish
transparent
coating
coating
coating
system
system
system
wood-alu

Durability
class
DIN EN 350-2

xx = likely | x = possible
* For certified, resistant species of wood and appropriate structural protection (usage class 3.1 and 2), chemical wood preservation can be

waived if desired in accordance with DIN 68800. In this case Aquawood Primo is replaced by Aquawood TG.
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FOUR GOOD REASONS FOR
ADLER WINDOW COATINGS

Uniform appearance even on difficult wood

Reliable all-round protection

The impregnation reliably equalises wood substrates with different absorption levels. In addition,
it stabilises the wood component lignin and thus
increases the longevity of your wooden windows.

The dipping or flow coating of the protective intermediate coating demonstrably resuces the moisture
bsorption of your wooden window.

Perfect in the wet

Optimal protection in any weather

Even after prolonged periods of rain or when the
humidity in the air is constantly high, the paints
and transparent wood finishes from ADLER adhere perfectly to the substrate. The film of transparent wood finish allows water vapor to diffuse,
but at the same time prevents water from penetrating into the wood.

Even the lightest transparent wood finish colour
shades block more than 90 % of the harmful UV rays
and thus significantly slow down the ageing process
of the wood. Due to their high elasticity, the window
coatings, even at very low temperatures, follow almost all the window's movements without incurring
any damage.

IMPREGNATIONS
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AQUAWOOD PRIMO
The dip impregnation substance Aquawood Primo is
a certified and approved wood preservation product
and provides the best protection against blue stain
and wood-damaging fungi according to ÖNORM B
3803 and DIN 68800-3. The colouring is achieved
through high-quality, transparent iron oxide pigments, which can also be used for the UV protection
of the overall structure. The impregnation levels
reliably in the event of irregular absorption behaviour,
which is particularly important for softwood species.
Thanks to the lignin stabilisation, the wood is durably
protected against environmental influences and the
longevity of the window is significantly increased.
Special properties
+ perfect wet adhesion
+ very good levelling and UV protection
+ optimized trickle behaviour
Aquawood Primo gains points thanks to its chemical wood protection, optimum levelling effect,
perfect UV protection and very good wet adhesion.

AQUAWOOD PRIMO
HOLZ-ALU
In order to protect the natural, fresh quality of
domestic softwood over a long period of time, this
impregnation actively penetrates the cell structure
of the wood and stabilises the wood component
lignin. In addition, the impregnation guarantees
the chemical protection of the wood against blue
stain and wood-destroying fungi according to
ÖNORM B 3803 and DIN 68800-3. The optimised
quality also impresses with perfect wet adhesion.
Special properties
+ preserves the natural appearance of softwood
+ stabilises the wood component lignin
+ actively intervenes in the cell structure
of the wood
Aquawood TIG HighRes® Holz-Alu is the best way
to protect a modern wood-aluminum window and
preserve its natural quality over a long time.
Article number
Trading unit

Article number
Lasurfarbtöne
Weiß

5451ff
5452000305

Trading unit

4 l | 22 l | 120 l

5451000303 ff
5 l | 25 l | 100 l

NEW

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Primo or Aquawood Primo Holz-Alu.

NEW

AQUAWOOD TG
The perfectly coordinated particle sizes in this wood
primer result in particularly good run-off behaviour
combined with good penetration capacity. Perfectly
suitable for hardwoods such as oak or very resinous
softwoods. The coating is protected against blue stain
and mold by a biocidal active substance. High quality
iron oxide pigments colour the dip impregnation and
at the same time contribute to its UV protection.
Special properties
+ excellent run-off behaviour
+ good penetration capacity thanks
to multilayer polymer technology
+ especially suitable for less absorbent
species of wood
Aquawood TG offers excellent run-off behaviour
and is particularly suitable for resistant species
of wood species such as oak.
Article number
Trading unit

5435 ff | 5438 ff
4 l | 22 l

Use wood preservatives safely. Always read the label and product information before use.
For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood TG.
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INTERMEDIATE
COATINGS

AQUAWOOD INTERMEDIO

AQUAWOOD INTERMEDIO ISO

Its dipping and flow coating ability enables this
intermediate coating to penetrate all areas of the
wooden window, including structural joints and
openings. This prevents any penetration of moisture into the wood. Due to its high solids content,
it also saturates perfectly the end grain areas
around the V-joints and the corner joint.

This intermediate coating gives a perfect appearance and high build, even with highly resinous
woods such as larch or especially deep-pored species of wood species like oak. Thanks to the additional insulating effect, it can be applied by spraying on all types of wood, whether for transparent
or opaque coating systems.

Special properties
+ all-round sealing
+ optimal moisture protection
+ prevents sanding straight through coloured
dip impregnations

Special properties
+ all-in-one solution for the intermediate coating
applied by spraying
+ insulates discolouring substances in the wood
+ can be used on all types of wood

Aquawood Intermedio & Aquawood Intermedio ISO are suitable for all coating systems due to their colourless
composition and demonstrably increase the quality of the entire coating structure.
Art.No

Designation

53663

Aquawood Intermedio

53730

Aquawood Intermedio ISO

++ excellent | + very good |

Application

Body

Sanbility

Isulation

++
++

++

Trading unit
5 kg | 25 kg | 120 kg

+

5 kg | 25 kg | 120 kg

good

For more detailed information on processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Intermedio or Aquawood Intermedio ISO.
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AQUAWOOD ISOGRIP
HIGHRES®
This 2-component intermediate coating offers excellent liquid water protection together with high
water vapour permeability. When the substrate is
saturated, it even offers 100 % better wet adhesion
than conventional coatings. Especially recommended for exposed surfaces such as shutters.
Special properties
+ best weather resistance
+ excellent insulation
+ extreme longevity
With Aquawood Isogrip HighRes® the coating of
your wooden window adheres twice as well as
with conventional coatings.
Article number 57990
Trading unit
4 kg | 22 kg
Mixing ratio
100 parts by weight AQW Isogrip HighRes® 57990
7 parts by weight
ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter (curring agent)
82220

ACRYL-SPRITZFÜLLER
With opaque painted wooden windows, this
intermediate coating ensures the best insulating
effect, high permanent elasticity and good build.
Due to the low content of organic solvents and the
absence of biocides, the spray filler is particularly
environmentally friendly.
Special properties
+ high build
+ good insulation of substances in the wood
+ high permanent elasticity
Acryl-Spritzfüller scores well with particularly high
build and good insulation. This means that your
opaque painted wooden windows permanently
have a perfect finish.
Article number
Trading unit

41002
6 kg | 32 kg | 150 kg

®

For more detailed information on processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Isogrip HighRes® or Acryl-Spritzfüller.
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ACRYL-FENSTERFÜLLER
HIGHRES® WEISS
With excellent sandability and short drying time, this
white window filler is the optimal solution for industrial window production. Best weather resistance, very
good flow and stability as well as good build and high
yield are its particular strengths. The spray filler insulates discolouring substances in the wood and thus
ensures a stable appearance over many years.
Special properties
+ excellent sandability
+ optimally insulates substances in the wood
+ very good water protection
Specially designed for fast industrial window
processing: rapid drying and excellent sandability
make Acryl-Fensterfüller HighRes® Weiß
the best in its class.
Article number
Trading unit

5501050000
5 kg | 25 kg | 120 kg

®

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet Acryl-Fensterfüller HighRes® Weiß.
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SH-TECHNOLOGY
Hail causes minor damage
to the surface of the coating.

Aquawood InterCare SH® contains
tiny microcapsules, which
burst due to this mechanical effect.

A hardening reagent fluid escapes
from the capsule and seals the damage.

The surface is closed by a stable film and
thus protected against consequential damage.

AQUAWOOD INTERCARE SH®
The world's first insulating intermediate coating with self-repair.
A window coating can only protect the wood as long
as it is intact. An intermediate coating with very good
permanent elasticity, build and optimum insulation
of substances in wood was therefore not enough for
ADLER. In order to make the sustainable wooden window even more durable, years of research work into
the SH-technology was honed. The basis of this technology with self-repair properties are microcapsules,
which burst when the paint surface is damaged, e.g.

by a scratch or hail. A transparent, hardening reagent
liquid leaks out and seals the damage. The mechanical damage remains visible, but the surface is protected over the long term by a stable film. Peeling, blistering or tannic acid leakage are therefore a thing of the
past. With immediate effect, in the form of Aquawood
InterCare SH ®, ADLER is now providing a unique solution with real added value for window manufacturers
and their customers.

Special properties
+ he world's first self-repairing intermediate coating
+ no intermediate sanding necessary
+ very good permanent elasticity and build
Aquawood InterCare SH® is the first high-tech intermediate coating that helps windows "heal" themselves.
Article number
Trading unit

5515050000
25 kg | 120 kg

1st PLACE
NEW PRODUCTS
AT SYMPOSIUM
LIGNA 2017

PATENTED

WORLD
FIRST

For more detailed information on processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood InterCare SH®.
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FINAL
COATINGS

AQUAWOOD SPRITZLACK XT

AQUAWOOD COVAPRO 20

Even under extreme conditions, this spray paint
keeps its promises. Thanks to its high water absorption values, it can also withstand high levels
of building moisture, unfavourable weather conditions and structurally less protected surfaces.
At the same time, the window coating has a high
alkali resistance and thus provides optimum
protection for plaster or screed work.

The water-based, matt, pigmented finishing coat
Aquawood Covapro provides excellent weathering
resistance and permanent flexibility. Similarly, the
coating has very good impact strength and high
block-resistance. In addition, it impresses with
good non-sag properties on vertical surfaces and
at the same time optimal flow.

Special properties
+ very low water absorption
+ optimum flow with high stability
+ high film elasticity
+ all RAL and NCS colour shades can be tinted
Thanks to the unique combination of water
protection and elasticity, Aquawood Spritzlack XT
guarantees the best weather resistance.
SHADE BASES ADLER | MIX COLOUR MIXING SYSTEM
Aquawood Spritzlack XT W10 M (matt)5020000010
Aquawood Spritzlack XT W30 M (matt)5020000030
Trading unit

Besondere Eigenschaften
+ matt, natural surface
+ fast and excellent water protection
+ all RAL and NCS colour shades can be tinted
Aquawood Covapro 20 impresses with good weathering resistance and permanent flexibility. This
ensures a perfect surface for many years.
SHADE BASES ADLER | MIX COLOUR MIXING SYSTEM
Aquawood Covapro 20 W10
5023000010
Aquawood Covapro 20 W30
5023000030
Trading unit

5 kg | 10 kg | 20 kg

5 kg | 10 kg | 20 kg

NEW
For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Spritzlack XT and Aquawood Covapro 20.
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AQUAWOOD DSL Q10

AQUAWOOD DSL CARAT

This breathable thick-coat transparent wood finish
ensures an elegant wood look combined with the
best weather resistance. It achieves water resistance extremely fast (no "blushing"), is completely
water-repellent and achieves its final properties
30 % faster.

This thick-film transparent wood finish creates spectacular metallic effects on your wooden windows
– and does so in the tested standard coating system. Special pigments provide shimmering metallic
colour shades and increase durability thanks to the
stronger reflection of UV light. Perfectly combinable
with the metallic transparent wood finish Lignovit
Platin for a uniformly designed façade.

Special properties
+ extremely fast water resistance
+ good luminance and good build
+ high mechanical resistance
Aquawood DSL Q10 guarantees sustainable
and permanent weather protection.
SHADE BASES ADLER | MIX COLOUR MIXING SYSTEM
Aquawood DSL Q10 W30 M (matt)
51787
Aquawood DSL Q10 W30 SG (satin gloss) 59225
Aquawood DSL Q10 W30 G (gloss)
59100
Trading unit
5 kg | 20 kg | standard colour shade 25 kg

Special properties
+ tested standard coating system
+ shimmering metallic pigments
+ perfect counterpart to ADLER Platinum
Aquawood DSL Carat brings the metallic character
to your wooden windows
standard colour shade
			
			
Trading unit		

Achatgrau
Altgrau 		
Topasgrau
5 kg | 20 kg

5108060235
5108060236
5108060237

NEW
For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood DSL Q10 and Aquawood DSL Carat.

AQUAWOOD NATUREFFEKT

AQUAWOOD NATIVA

This thick-film transparent wood finish, specially
developed for softwoods, contains protective UV
filters, which preserve the inimitable beauty of
the wood in its natural state. The matt elegance
of the surface is also characterised by a greater
hardness and thus increased mechanical durability
compared to normal thick-film transparent
wood finishes.

This top coat emphasises the natural look and
warm feel of the wood substrate like never before.
Although the surface looks unpainted, it is resistant to light and chemicals. An unprecedented
luminance on dark woods combined with a very
low, matt gloss level make it the perfect choice
for wood lovers and purists.
Special properties
+ original wood look and warm feel
+ perfect, unadulterated transparency
+ dull matt gloss level

Special properties
+ matt and elegant
+ increased mechanical durability
+ high anti-blocking properties and
chemical resistance
Aquawood Natureffekt brings natural elegance
to your living room.
standard colour shade
		
		
		
		
		
		
Trading unit

Farblos
Stockholm
Berlin
London
Paris
Lissabon
Barcelona
5 kg | 25 kg

53700
53950
53954
53955
53956
53957
53958

You can neither see nor feel Aquawood Nativa,
but it gives your wood-aluminum windows the
perfect protection.
standard colour shade
		
		
		
Trading unit

Córdoba
Málaga
Sevilla
Marbella
5 kg | 20 kg

5195060274
5195060275
5195060277
5195060281

NEW

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Natureffekt and Aquawood Nativa.
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AQUAWOOD LÄRCHENÖL SQ/TQ
This oil gives the larch wood surface a noble, silky shine and
a natural grain accentuation. The ready to spray composition
is ideally suited for the industrial production of wood-aluminum windows. The ready for dipping composition has well
penetrating and water-repellent oils, which allows deliberate
weathering without peeling.
Special properties
+ the only sprayable wood oil for industrial use
+ ready for dipping composition for weathered
wooden windows
+ extremely short drying times
Aquawood Lärchenöl impresses every wood lover by its
natural grain accentuation and refined look.
For wood-aluminum constructions:
Aquawood Lärchenöl SQ farblos 53180
Trading unit
5 kg | 25 kg
SHADE BASES ADLER | MIX COLOUR MIXING SYSTEM
Aquawood Lärchenöl SQ W30
53173
Trading unit
4 kg | 22 kg
For weathered windows:
Aquawood Lärchenöl TQ
Trading unit
25 kg

53179

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Lärchenöl.

AQUAWOOD
DIAMOND

AQUAWOOD DIAMOND
THE TOP-CLASS COATING SYSTEM
PREMIUM PROTECTION FOR WOODEN WINDOWS WITH
THE ADLER AQUAWOOD DIA MOND SYSTEM
The exceptional coatings of the ADLER Aquawood Diamond product line perfectly protect
wooden windows from extreme stress caused by heat, cold, wet, hail, UV radiation as well as
transport and assembly damage. 2-component water-based paint systems from ADLER have
proven themselves in practice over decades and meet even the most demanding customer
requirements for wooden windows.
Highest resistibility to stress caused by heat, cold, wet and UV radiation
Outstanding chemical resistance and excellent cream and grease resistance
Outstandingly high wet adhesion
High hardness and scratch resistance while at the same time extremely
good permanent flexibility
Perfect water protection
High anti-blocking properties
No yellowing
Long pot life of approx. 5 hours
Plasticiser-free, free of heavy metals and formaldehyde

AQUAWOOD DIAMOND
SEALER

AQUAWOOD DIAMOND
TOP

The Aquawood Diamond 2C primer prepares
high-quality windows optimally for the subsequent top coat finish with Aquawood Diamond Top.
Product features such as economy, very good pore
wetting, excellent wet adhesion and an optimal
insulating effect characterise the primer. The
excellent UV protection contributes significantly
to the high resistance of the overall structure.

The durable water-based 2C top coat Aquawood
Diamond Top creates wooden windows for eternity.
Thanks to excellent weathering and UV resistance,
extreme scratch resistance, high block-resistance
and excellent chemical resistance, premium windows are optimally protected. Despite high hardness, the coating is extremely tough, which makes
it very difficult to damage.

Special properties
+ Excellent UV protection
+ Outstanding wet adhesion
+ Very good pore pattern

Special properties
+ Excellent weather and UV protection
+ Perfect cream and grease resistance
+ High block-resistance, efficient processing

Aquawood Diamond Sealer offers excellent
UV protection and is characterised by excellent
pore pattern, insulation effect and excellent
wet adhesion.

Aquawood Diamond Top impresses with excellent
weathering resistance and scratch resistance.

Article number
Aquawood Diamond Sealer L
Aquawood Diamond Sealer D
Trading unit

5723 ff
5520 ff

Article number
Aquawood Diamond Top L
Aquawood Diamond Top D (RAL und NCS)
Trading unit

5196 ff
5090 ff

20 kg

20 kg

Für nähere Verarbeitungsinformationen beachten Sie bitte das technische Merkblatt Aquawood Diamond Sealer bzw. Aquawood Diamond Top.
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LIGNO+
SYSTEM

®
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AQUAWOOD LIGNO+ BASE

AQUAWOOD LIGNO+ SEALER

This wood protection impregnation is the perfect
base for the highly transparent coating of wooden
windows. It penetrates actively into the cell structure of the wood, whilst high-quality raw materials
stabilise the important wood component lignin.
Thus, the "scaffolding" in the wood is protected
against adverse environmental influences and
the cell structure is permanently preserved in
its compactness.

The ideal intermediate coating for a high-quality,
highly transparent coating system by means of
all-round sealing of the window scantling. It surrounds the window like a second skin, preventing
the ingress of moisture. The ready for dipping composition guarantees a completely closed layer.

Special properties
+ chemical wood protection according to
ÖNORM B 3803 and DIN 68800-3
+ suitable for dipping and flow coating
Aquawood Ligno+ Base actively intervenes
in the cell structure and preserves the natural
colour of the wood.
Article number
Trading unit

Special properties
+ excellent water protection
+ continuous dry layer
+ perfect draining and sanding properties
Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer increases the lifespan
of your wooden window significantly by means
of the all-round sealing.
Article number
Trading unit

59110
5 kg | 25 kg | 120 kg

Farblos
57960
Eiche Natur 57961
5 l | 25 l | 120 l

®

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Ligno+ Base and Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer.
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AQUAWOOD LIGNO+
SEALER SQ
Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer ensures the all-round sealing of the window scantling and at the same time
ensures a continuously closed moisture-proofing
layer. Spraying over with Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer
SQ prevents sanding straight through and perfectly
insulates the resin.
Special properties
+ perfect insulation of particularly resinous woods
in combination with Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer
+ prevents sanding straight through
the intermediate coating
Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer SQ enables, even with
particularly resinous and porous species of wood,
full-bodied surfaces.
Article number
Trading unit

59114
5 kg | 25 kg

AQUAWOOD LIGNO+ TOP M
This highly transparent top coat provides active UV
protection with a natural look and perfect transparency. The revolutionary technology protects the
wood perfectly and the matt gloss level makes it
look very natural at the same time.
Special properties
+ UV protection of unprecedented consistency
and durability
+ perfect transparency and natural look
+ elegant, matt surface
Aquawood Ligno+ Top M provides a matt gloss
level that perfectly protects the wood while
providing an excellent and natural look.
Article number
AQW Ligno+ Top M hochtransparent  5192000200
AQW Ligno+ Top M Lärche natur
5192055666
AQW Ligno+ Top M Eiche natur
5192055667
Trading unit

5 kg | 25 kg

®

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Ligno+ Sealer SQ and Aquawood Ligno+ Top M.
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SPECIAL

AQUAWOOD PROTECT

AQUAWOOD FINELINE

This satin matt varnish is particularly suitable as
a finishing coat for front doors, which makes it
insensitive to knocks and scratches. In addition,
the top coat is resistant to chemicals and prevents
the penetration of harmful UV rays. So your front
door is protected against premature wear, even
under extreme conditions.

The new middle-layer transparent wood finish
combines all the strengths of thin-film and thickfilm coating systems in one system. It enables optimal diffusion together with low water absorption.
The elasticity of the paint film protects against
crack formation and mechanical action. The high
weather resistance ensures less time spent on
cleaning and care.

Special properties
+ good UV resistance
+ makes your front door insensitive to scratches
and chemicals
Hard but heartfelt. Aquawood Protect gives
your front door the best protection against
premature wear.
Article number 53215
Trading unit
4 kg | 22 kg
Mixing ratio
100 parts of weight of Aquawood Protect 53215
7 parts of weight of
ADLER Aqua-PUR-Härter (curring agent)
82220

Special properties
+ high diffusivity
+ low water absorption
+ ideal for industrial production
Article number
Aquawood Fineline D W10
Aquawood Fineline D W30
Aquawood Fineline L W40

5019000010
5019000030
5193000040

Trading unit
Shade bases | RAL colours
transparent colour shades

4 kg | 22 kg
22 kg

NEW
For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheet for Aquawood Protect and Aquawood Fineline.
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MAINTE
NANCE

PRESERVATIVE SYSTEMS FOR WOODEN WINDOWS
PRESERVATIVE SYSTEM PLUS

PRESERVATIVE SYSTEM SMART

With this system maintenance, the service life of
transparent wood finish coated wooden windows,
but also of garden furniture, for example, can
be extended over the long term. Cleaning-active
substances and selected resins seal the microfine
cracks and pores in the transparent wood finish
film and ensure a silky gloss surface.

The preservative system consists of ADLER
Top-Cleaner and ADLER Top-Finish in a compact size. It also contains an oil for window
fittings, making it the perfect starter set for
all customers who want to look after their
wooden windows carefully.

Contents
ADLER Top-Cleaner 500 ml
ADLER Top-Finish 500 ml
1 Cleaning cloth
2-part application pad („window tool“)

Contents
ADLER Top-Cleaner 100ml
ADLER Top-Finish 100ml
ADLER Beschlägeöl 20ml
1 Cleaning cloth

Article number

Article number

5169501

721900021001

The contents of the preservative system can also be reordered separately.
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MAINTENANCE

PRESERVATIVE SYSTEMS FOR FRONT DOORS
FRONT DOOR
PRESERVATE SYSTEM

PRESERVATE SYSTEM
DOOR-COMPACT

Preservative system for cleaning and refreshing front doors with a glazed or painted finish. The preservative forms a thin protective
film against dirt and water with an attractive
silky gloss effect.

The preservative system consists of ADLER
Top-Cleaner and ADLER Door-Finish in a compact
size. It also contains an oil for window fittings,
making it the perfect starter set for all customers
who want to look after their wooden doors and
windows carefully.

Contents
ADLER Top-Cleaner 500 ml
ADLER Door-Finish 500 ml
2 spray nozzles
2 Cleaning and polishing cloths

Contents
ADLER Top-Cleaner 100 ml
ADLER Door-Finish 100 ml
ADLER Beschlägeöl 20 ml (Fitting oil)
1 Cleaning cloth

Article number

Article number

5170917

The contents of the preservative system can also be reordered separately.

722000021001

SERVICE

ADLER SERVICE PRODUCTS
If something should go wrong occasionally, then you are ideally equipped with the ADLER service products.
We offer you everything you need to quickly repair any transport and assembly damage.
Standard products for minor repairs

Products for renovation works

Top-Finish

500 ml

5169712

ADLER Varicolor

125 ml

4120118

Door-Finish

500 ml

5170012

Yellow colour paste

100 g

9601101

Top-Cleaner

500 ml

5169612

Red colour paste

100 g

9601001

1 Stk.

9558101

Black colour paste

100 g

9601701

Clear coat spray, dull matt

150 ml

241700010515

Woodfill metering unit

1 Stk.

9686001

Clear coat spray, matt

150 ml

9632815

Arteko Elastik (white)

320 ml

9687001

Clear coat spray, silky matt

150 ml

9632715

Arteko Elastik (colourless)

320 ml

9687101

Clear coat spray, glossy

150 ml

9632615

Paint remover Spray

400 ml

9512637

Isolierspray (white)

400 ml

9633937

Brass wire brush

1 Stk.

9695001

Special brush, Solvamaxx plus

50 mm

9612511

Abrasive fleece

10 Stk.

964000030117

Fine brush

1,5 mm

9612411

Sanding sponge white

50 Stk.

Kö 100 - 220*

Cleaning cloth

25 Stk.

969000030017

Sanding pad white

50 Stk.

Kö 100 - 220*

Hard wax melter

1 Stk.

9585001

Finishing paper

50 Stk.

Kö 80 - 400*

Hard wax plane

1 Stk.

9591101

Polyester fine putty in different shades*

Window tool application pad

Grilith hard wax bars in different colour shades*

Woodfill repair putty in different shades*

Grilith Flex-Pen (touch-up pens) in different colour shades*
Grilith wood kit in different colour shades*

*You can find more detailed information about these products in the brochure Profi-Zubehör (Article Number 9887101).
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Over 80 years ago, Johann Berghofer laid the foundation stone
for ADLER and work was started to develop its own paints.
Much has changed since that time, but one thing has
stayed the same: our passion for colour, which drives us day
after day to work on the perfect surface coating.
Paint runs through our veins.

ADLER Deutschland GmbH · Kunstmühlstr. 14 · D-83026 Rosenheim · T. +49 8031 304 5174
ADLER Lack AG · Etzelstraße 5 · CH-8856 Tuggen · T. +41 55 465 2121
ADLER Polska Sp. z o.o. · ul. Tyniecka 229 · PL-30-376 Kraków · T. +48 12 252 4001
ADLER Slovensko s.r.o. · Montážna 3 · SK-971 01 Prievidza · T. +421 46 5199 621

ADLER Česko s.r.o. · Pražská 675/10 · CZ - 642 00 Brno - Bosonohy · T. +420 731 725 957
ADLER Italia S.r.l. · Via per Marco 12/D · I-38068 Rovereto · T. +39 0464 425 308
ADLER Benelux BV · De Boelakkers 12 · NL-5591 RA Heeze · T. +31 85 064 2020

9870601
2-2019

ADLER-Werk Lackfabrik · A-6130 Schwaz/Tirol · Bergwerkstraße 22 · T. +43 5242 6922-0
info@adler-lacke.com · www.adler-lacke.com · facebook.com/adlerlacke

